Wheel assembly diagram

Have you ever thought about what enables you to turn left and right and go straight down the
road? You might be surprised to learn that small part called a wheel hub assembly is a key
component of your steering system. Responsible for attaching the wheel to the car, a wheel hub
assembly is a pre-assembled unit that features precision bearings, seals and sensors. Also
called a wheel hub bearing, hub assembly, wheel hub unit or hub and bearing assembly, the
wheel hub assembly is a crucial part of your steering system contributing to the safe steering
and handling of your vehicle. On the brake disc side, the wheel is attached to the bolts of the
wheel hub assembly. While on the side of the drive axle, the hub assembly is mounted to the
steering knuckle either as a bolt-on or press-in assembly. On most late-model vehicles
manufactured since , there is a wheel hub assembly in each wheel. When the assembly goes
bad, it is removed and replaced with a new assembly. On cars made before , front wheel drive
cars use wheel hub assemblies at each wheel and rear wheel drive vehicles use two individual
bearings and seals in both front wheels. Unlike a wheel hub assembly, bearings can be
serviced. First and foremost, the wheel hub assembly keeps your wheel attached to your vehicle
and allows the wheels to freely turn enabling you to safely steer. The sensor constantly relays
to the ABS control system how fast each wheel is turning. In a hard braking situation, the
system uses the information to determine if anti-locking braking is needed. Considered an
extension of the anti-lock braking system, the TCS system and ABS system work together to
help you keep control of your car. If this sensor fails, it can compromise your anti-lock braking
system and your traction control system. Steering wheel may shake as you drive. Driving with a
bad wheel hub assembly is dangerous. As the bearings inside the assembly become worn out,
they can cause the wheels to stop turning smoothly. Your vehicle can become shaky and the
wheels not secure. In addition, if the hub assembly degrades, the steel can fracture and cause
the wheel to come off. If you suspect that you have a failing wheel hub assembly, take your
vehicle to your trusted mechanic for service. The content contained in this article is for
informational purposes only and should not be used in lieu of seeking professional advice from
a certified technician or mechanic. We encourage you to consult with a certified technician or
mechanic if you have specific questions or concerns relating to any of the topics covered
herein. Under no circumstances will we be liable for any loss or damage caused by your
reliance on any content. Check them out today! About Us. Contact Us. Find My Part. Select
Language. All About Hub Assemblies. Message Regarding Your Privacy. I accept Submit
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components, which include the wheel hubs, bearings, rims, tires, and fasteners, are found on
both driving and non-driving axles. Wheel Bearings The wheel bearings form a low-friction
connection between the rotating wheels and the stationary vehicle. All wheel bearings are
antifriction bearings. Antifriction bearings consist of three basic parts: the inner race, the rolling
element, and the outer race. Other parts of antifriction bearings include the bearing cage, which
keeps the individual rolling elements separated as they turn, and seals or shields, which keep
lubricant in and dirt and water out. Wheel bearings must be carefully selected to deal with types
of loads, maximum bearing speed, where the bearing will be used on the vehicle, and what the
vehicle is used for. Overall bearing size, as well as the size of the rolling elements, must be
determined to give the longest service without unnecessary weight and size. Wheel Rims Wheel
rims are the connection between the hub and the tire. The tire is installed on the rim, and the rim
is bolted to the hub. In many cases, rims are made of stamped steel. Parts of the rim are
stamped into shape and then welded into a final form. On some wheels, an extra stamping is
used to attach the wheel cover,. The flange holds the tire in place once it is installed and
inflated. Steel rims are relatively light and reduce the amount of unsprung weight. They are also
durable and cheap to manufacture. Some steel rims are chrome plated for appearance, while
others are painted and used with wheel covers. Modern vehicles are increasingly using rims
made of materials other than steel. These rims are usually called custom rims. Common
materials for custom rims are aluminum, aluminum-magnesium alloys, and composites of
graphite and plastic. Tires Tires perform two jobs: they cushion shocks and provide traction. In
their role as cushioning devices, they can be considered part of the suspension system. As
traction devices, they transmit engine power, as well as braking and turning efforts, to the road.
Tire Construction The external parts of the tire are the tread and the sidewalls. The sidewalls
form the support for the treads. The tread and sidewalls are a blend of natural rubber and a
synthetic rubber called neoprene. The internal parts of the tires are composed of plies and
belts. The plies are layers of tire cord that form the general shape of the tire. Tire cords can be
made of various fabric materials, including nylon, rayon, polyester, aramid, Kevlar, or
fiberglass. The belts are installed directly under the tread and can be made of the same
materials as the plies. Some belts are made of steel. All modern tires are radial tires. In a radial
tire, the cords in the plies cross the centerline of the tire at a right angle to the tread. Older tires
were called bias tires. In a bias tire, the cords cross the centerline on a bias, or a slant. Almost

all radial tires have one or two belts, which reduce tread squirming,. Wheel Fasteners An
important factor in wheel and tire design is the way the rim is mounted to the hub or axle flange.
On almost all cars and trucks, the hub or axle flange contains the wheel studs. Most wheel
studs are threaded bolts or studs pressed into the hub or flange. A knurled area on the rear
section of the stud cuts into the hub or axle metal to keep the stud from loosening. The head of
the stud resembles a bolt head and is wider than the hole in the hub or flange. The head keeps
the stud from coming completely through the hole. To precisely center the wheel, a central part
of the hub or flange is slightly raised and holds the center of the rim in position. To install the
wheel, the holes in the center section of the rim are placed over the studs and lug nuts are
threaded. The lug nuts can then be tightened in a cross or star pattern. The tapered end of each
lug nut matches a tapered area in the wheel mounting hole. The matching tapers help center the
wheel. On most steel wheels, the lug nuts can be tightened by hand or with an impact wrench.
Custom wheels have different metal expansion rates than the steel and iron hubs, and the lug
nuts must be tightened to a specific torque. A few imported vehicles use a somewhat different
design. Instead of studs, the hub or flange has threaded holes. Tapered lug bolts are installed
through the wheel and threade
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d into the holes. As with lug nuts, tightening is very important. Currently, he is working in the
sheet metal industry as a designer. Additionally, he has interested in Product Design,
Animation, and Project design. He also likes to write articles related to the mechanical
engineering field and tries to motivate other mechanical engineering students by his innovative
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